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Abstract: This Paper sums up the necessary conditions to discriminate undirected Hamilton graph 
based on the in-depth research into the graph. The heuristic search strategy corresponding to the 
new necessary conditions is designed to quickly solve the problem of "determination of undirected 
Hamilton graph". The experimental results show that the heuristic search algorithm can effectively 
improve computing speed and make accurate determination of "undirected Hamilton graph". 

1 Introduction 
As the theoretical research and practical application of the graph theory are continuously 

deepening and expanding, the graph theory is widely used in operations research, information 
theory, network theory, biology, chemistry, physics, social sciences, linguistics, computer science 
and other fields, and is successful in solving some practical problems[1].  

Hamilton graph is a special kind of connected graph. In 1895, Irish mathematician Hamilton first 
proposed the "global travel" problem. He used 20 vertices of a dodecahedron to represent the 
world's 20 major cities, and the travelers were required to go along the edges of the dodecahedron, 
starting from one of the cities and passing by all other cities (each city only once), and finally return 
to the starting point. This is the famous Hamilton graph problem[2].  

Hamilton graph’s judgment is very difficult, it has proven to be a NP (nondeterministic 
polynomial) problem. Currently, there are a lot of relevant researches[3-13]. Through ingenious 
application of Hamilton graph’s characteristics, the Paper presents an efficient heuristic 
determination algorithm, which helps make a quick judgment for the specified undirected graph.  

This Paper is organized as follow: firstly some relevant preliminary knowledge is introduced in 
the second section. In the third section, a new necessary condition for determination of the 
Hamilton graph is given, followed by a detailed description of the heuristic algorithm made 
according to the condition in the fourth part. The fifth section describes the experimental results, 
and finally a summarization is made in the sixth section. 

2 Preliminary Knowledge 

Definition 1. The cycle passing by each vertex of the undirected graph G once and only once is 
called Hamilton cycle. 

Definition 2. If the undirected graph G includes at least one Hamilton cycle, the graph G is 
called Hamilton graph.   

 A Hamilton graph G includes at least one Hamilton cycle, if the graph G contains only one 
Hamilton cycle, it is denoted as graph H. Generally speaking, to determine a Hamilton graph, you 
only need to find a Hamilton cycle in a given undirected graph G or if there is no one to be found, it 
is not a Hamilton graph [14]. Following are two simple examples. Figure 1 is a graph H containing 
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six vertices. Similarly, Figure 2 is a more general Hamilton graph containing six vertices and more 
than one Hamilton cycle. 

            
            Fig. 1  Graph H containing six vertices  Fig. 2  Hamilton graph containing six vertices  

3 A New Necessary Condition  

Definition 3. The point set n
iV ≥  in the graph G has the following characteristics: 

1. The vertices of the point set are all adjacent to vertex iv  
2. The vertices’ degree of point set are all greater than or equal to n  
If the graph G is a Hamilton graph, the point set 3≥

iV is not empty and 3≥id , then the vertex 

iv  is marked as an active vertex. Here is a simple example. Figure 3 is an undirected Hamilton 
graph containing six vertices and the active vertices are marked with red in the figure. 

 
Fig. 3  An undirected Hamilton graph containing six vertices, with the active vertex shown in red  

Theorem 1. If the graph G is a Hamilton graph, and the active vertex iv  meets 2|| 3 −=≥
ii dV , then 

remove from the figure the adjacent edges between vertex iv  and the vertices of point set 3≥
iV , the 

new graph we derive is still a Hamilton graph. 
Proof: Undirected graph G is a Hamilton graph. When the vertex iv  becomes into a second degree 
vertex, the variation of degree 2−=∇ ii dd （ id  is the degree of vertex iv  in graph G) . In order to 
ensure that the new graph is a Hamilton graph, the degree of the second degree vertex in graph G 
does not change. If the vertex jv  and vertex iv  are adjacent and when vertex iv  becomes into a 

second degree vertex, 0≠∇ id , then it is sure that 3≥jd , that is, 3≥∈ ij Vv . 2|| 3 −=≥
ii dV  and 

2−=∇ ii dd are already known, and when vertex iv  becomes into a second degree vertex, 
0|| 3 =≥

iV .  Assuming that after the vertex iv  becomes into a second degree vertex, a new graph G’ 
is obtained. if the graph G’ is not a Hamilton graph, then there is no scenario where vertex iv  
becomes into a second degree vertex and the new graph does not contain a less-than-two-degree 
vertex, that means in the graph G there does not exist a Hamilton cycle. Since this conflicts with the 
premise, graph G’ is a Hamilton graph. Thus if we remove from the graph G the adjacent edges 
between vertex iv  and the vertices of point set 3≥

iV , the new graph is still a Hamilton graph.  
Figure 4 shows the execution process of Theorem 1, the left side of which is a Hamilton graph 

containing six vertices. Choose a qualified vertex (red vertex) from the Hamilton graph and 
converse it to generate the Hamilton graph in the right side. 
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Fig. 4  Hamilton graph in the right side is conversed according to Theorem 1 into the Hamilton graph in the 

left portion  

4 Heuristic Search 

According to Theorem 1, it is found that vertices meeting Theorem 1’s conditions  can be 
continuously found in the undirected graph G (if there is not such vertices, we could randomly 
select one) and transformed into a second degree vertex , this repeated process can result in a 
Hamilton cycle. If so, graph G is a Hamilton graph. If all the scenarios are tried with an individual 
vertex but ending up with failure to converse it into a second degree vertex, then it shows that graph 
G is not a Hamilton graph. 

 
Algorithm 1 Search for Hamilton loop 
Input Undirected graph G  
while True do: 
if undirected graph G does not meet the necessary conditions for Hamilton Graph 
    break 
if undirected graph G is an H graph 
    output graph G is an Hamilton graph 

    if find a vertex iv  meeting the condition 2|| 3 −=≥
ii dV  then 

        turn vertex iv  to a vertex with 2 degree and record it 
else  

    choose any vertex iv  randomly，try to verify all methods mentioned to turn it to 2 
degree vertex, and if all the methods are failure then output graph G is not a Hamilton 
graph，else choose one of method to turn the vertex. 

5 The Experimental Results 

We choose the recursive search strategy as comparison strategy and the two strategies are both 
realized by using Python 2.7 programming. In the experiment, we use a variety of undirected 
Hamilton graphs and undirected non-Hamilton graphs with different sizes. The experiment was run 
on the PC with Inter 1.60 GHZ and windows 7 operating system. 

The results include the undirected graphs with 4 to 1000 vertices, whose relevant data are 
shown in Table 1 and Table 2. In the experiment we use Chinese chess as the model of the 
undirected graph, and use the horse-moving pattern to determine the adjacency relationship between 
vertices of the undirected graph. The experimental results show that the heuristic search strategy 
proposed in this Paper is significantly better than the recursive search strategy both in terms of 
computing time and the results. Time-out means that the algorithm’s computing time is more than 
100 seconds. Y - Hamilton graph, N – non-Hamilton graph. 
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Table 1  Heuristic Search 
matrix  time/s   Y/N    matrix  time/s  Y/N     matrix  time/s  Y/N     matrix  time/s  Y/N 
2*2    0.0049   N      3*3   0.0049   N      14*14  0.2610  Y       23*23  2.2420   N 
2*4    0.0039   N      5*5   0.0060   N      15*15  0.3459  N       24*24  2.7339   Y 
4*4    0.0039   N      6*6   0.0090   Y      16*16  0.6779  Y       25*25  3.3380   N 
4*8    0.0090   Y      7*7   0.0160   N      17*17  0.6960  N       26*26  3.7149   Y 
8*8    0.0239   Y      9*9   0.0389   N      18*18  0.6960  Y       27*27  4.4570   N 
8*16   0.2500   Y    10*10   0.1270   Y      19*19  0.9470  N       28*28  5.3510   Y 
16*16  0.4580   Y    11*11   0.1219   N      20*20  1.2549  Y       29*29  5.9660   N 
16*32  2.1109   Y    12*12   0.1340   Y      21*21  1.5030  N       30*30  7.0529   Y 
32*32  9.2750   Y    13*13   0.2339   N      22*22  1.8580  Y       31*31  8.6754   N 

 
Table 2  Recursive Search 

matrix   time/s  Y/N     matrix  time/s  Y/N    matrix  time/s  Y/N    matrix   time/s   Y/N 
2*2     0.0000   N      3*3   0.0049   N      14*14   TO      -    23*23    TO     - 
2*4     0.0000   N      5*5   10.407   N      15*15   TO      -    24*24    TO     - 
4*4     0.0160   N      6*6   97.584   Y      16*16   TO      -    25*25    TO     -  
4*8      TO     -      7*7     TO     -      17*17   TO      -    26*26    TO     - 
8*8      TO     -      9*9     TO     -      18*18   TO      -    27*27    TO     - 
8*16     TO     -     10*10    TO     -      19*19   TO      -    28*28    TO     - 
16*16    TO     -     11*11    TO     -      20*20   TO      -    29*29    TO     - 
16*32    TO     -     12*12    TO     -      21*21   TO      -    30*30    TO     - 
32*32    TO     -     13*13    TO     -      22*22   TO      -    31*31    TO     - 

 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a non-backtracking heuristic search algorithm, in which the new 
necessary conditions of Hamilton graph are applied flexibly to guide the search algorithm to make a 
faster determination of the input undirected graph. We will continue to study the relevant theory of 
Hamilton graph, in the hope that we can obtain a more accurate description of the algorithm to 
further enhance its implementation efficiency and to promote the theoretical resolution of the 
Hamilton graph determination. 
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